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About Riskcore
Riskcore is a project risk management consulting firm registered in the Alberta
of Canada offering the following specialized professional services:

A. facilitating qualitative risk workshops for risk assessment, responses
and residual risk severity levels;
B. soliciting inputs and modelling quantitative cost estimate risks for
contingencies, escalation and chances of overruns;
C. providing independent, unbiased and risk-based project readiness
reviews at any given governance gate;
D. conducting onsite project management gap assessments and audits
against the best practices;
RISCOR is a Monte Carlo based simulation model developed in 2005 by Riskcore
for Class 3 cost estimate contingency and escalation. It has been used to derive
contingencies for projects worth of $10 Billion in 2017, $60B+ in total so far.

Cost Overrun of Major Projects in Alberta

Numerous past mega projects in Alberta have experienced
significant cost overruns in past two decades, making Alberta one
of the notorious places in the world for mega project FAILURES.
Major Projects (2016 >$1B)
Suncor Fort Hills Mining Project
§2013 initial estimate $13.5 Billion
§ 2017 current EAC $17.0 Billion

Northwest Refinery Upgrader
§2010 initial estimate $5.7 Billion
§ 2014 current EAC $8.5 Billion

Imperial Oil Kearl SAGD Project
§2013 initial estimate $8.0 Billion
§ 2017 current EAC $12.9 Billion
Data compiled by J. Zhao (copyright)

Cost Increases over Phases

FACTS
73% megaprojects had schedule overrun;
64% had cost overrun – PC Expo
Actual costs were 59% higher than original cost
estimates – E&Y
65% of the (300) mega projects studied failed
to meet their business objectives - IPA
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Contingencies – Official Definition

PMBOK Guide 5th Edition:
Budget within cost baseline or performance measurement
baseline that is allocated for identified risks that are accepted
and for which contingent or mitigated responses are
developed.
AACE, Skills and Knowledge of Cost Engineering, 6th Edition:
"An amount added to an estimate to allow for items,
conditions, or events for which the state, occurrence, or
effect is uncertain and that experience shows will likely
result, in aggregate, in additional costs".

Unofficial Contingency Definitions

Contingency provision is an allowance and forms an integral part
of the cost estimate and project funding. It is to off-set known
unknowns (i.e. risks) that may materialize over the life-cycle of
project affecting different project phases.
Contingency is added to a project estimate to cover the inherent
project risks. The common purpose of determining contingency is
to account for the uncertainty or unexpected events.
An amount of money for goods and services which at current state
of project definition can not be accurately quantified, but which
history and experience show will be necessary to achieve the given
project scope.
Amount added to engineering, design and construction subtotal
cost estimates to account for unforeseen elements that can occur
without changes in project scope.

Contingency, Accuracy and Confidence

Adding more contingency to your base estimate

•
•
•

does NOT make the cost estimate more accurate
BUT

does increase the confidence level of under-running
approved project budget
AND

jeopardize project economic returns (ROI) or / and
chances of winning competitive bids

Mysterious Contingency

Contingency is needed to add to an estimate
How much contingency is appropriate?
How is contingency calculated?
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P50

$5.73B

Quantitative Risk Analysis (QRA)
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Key Input Elements to derive Contingency

- Identified Systemic
Risks in Risk Register

- Variability of Risky
cost estimate items

- Escalation Rates &
cash-flow projection

QRA Process and Logistics
To prepare for the proper QRA of a cost estimate, a written procedure needs prepared
and published to all key stakeholders in advance, so they understand the process.

QRA Sequential Steps
For QRA process of conducting a sophisticated cost estimate risk analysis, the following
Key steps must be followed, including setting up @RISK simulation model in advance.
• Review Schedule & Estimate and Set up Risk Breakdown Structure (RBS)
• Facilitate and perform Schedule Risk Analysis (Level 2 or 3 schedule)

• Identify the critical “Specific Risks” from cost estimate elements per RBS
• Facilitate Brainstorming Workshop to estimate Risk Ranges (P10 & P90)

• Facilitate Brainstorming Session to identify and estimate “Systemic Risks”
• Populate projected Cash-flow & apply annual risked escalation rates
• Integrate all risky elements in the Riscor Model (@RISK) and run simulation
• Interpret the results and compare to Benchmarks then produce final report
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Case Study – Two Approaches for QRA

(1) Sum of Individual Subproject Risk Analysis Results
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(2) One Integrated Risk Analysis of Combined Project
Pipeline = $2,000
Facilities = $500
Offshore = $2,000
Supports = $500

Conclusion of Approaches

The Sum of Individual Subproject Risk Analysis Results at
P50 (or higher) is more conservative than the integrated
QRA of combined project in terms of contingency at the
given probability (for under-running the AFE).

The “Pioneer Project” has chosen to select the confidence level of
P50 for contingency amount using the integrated QRA approach.
P50 is deemed a risk “neutral” position, and it may be considered
as a balanced approach from an Owner’s point of view.

Case Study – Before QRA

Contingency
based on
estimator’s
experience

Case Study – After QRA

Contingency
based on
QRA Exercise

QRA confirmed that $500K contingency / escalation is not adequate to ensure 50% chance of
under-running $5.5Billion TIC; it requires $249.8M more at P50, & $11M at P75 for reserve.

Case Study – Outcome of Contingency and Probabilities

Case Study – Specific Material Pricing Risk

When “construction equipment” is purchased in US dollars and brought
into Canada, the Exchange Risk must be considered in conjunction with
the variability of purchase price of $32.7Million, quote in USD which is
equivalent to $40.9Million in CAD; the simulated value is $45.4M in CAD.

Case Study – Specific Labor Cost Risks

Labor cost is calculated based on wage rate (risk #1), productivity (risk #2)
and estimated man-hours (risk #3). Estimated labor cost of topsoil grade
of $29.7Million became $39Million due to low PF in difficult terrain and
likely increased field hours (estimated 375.6K to simulated 415K mhour).

Case Study – Specific Subcontractor Performance Risks

When a subcontract is of “lump-sum” fixed price, risks of claims need to be
considered , hence risk range P10 and P90; when a contract is cost plus, the
performance and quoted prices are all at risk, hence their PF (productivity)
is to be risked along with the estimated prices. TRIGEN is used herein.

Case Study – Contingency due to Specific Risks

* Schedule Delay was not even considered in the base cost estimate; $30.9M is required.

Case Study – Qualitative Risk Register

Risks without quantification are purely gut feels!
Qualifying the identified risks and Responding to them with effective risk
strategy and plans are necessary steps to derive meaningful residual risk
levels based on which project organization can make wise decisions.

Case Study – Matrix, Register and Systemic Risks

The Risk Matrix and Register are
prerequisites to “quantification”
of identified systemic risks, using
discrete probability distribution &
TRIGEN for cost, PERT for time.

Schedule Delay Risk

Many IT software are developed to tackle project schedule risk analysis in
recent years, also aiming at integrated schedule and cost risk analysis (SRA
& CRA) in one IT platform. Many risk practitioners claim that schedule risk
analysis tool can do both cost and schedule risk analyses.
Having been a senior cost engineer, planning manager & risk specialist, I
can testify that it is difficult, if possible at all, for any major project to do
CRA and SRA together and capture contingency for schedule delay.

Case Study – Systemic Risks for Schedule Delay

P50 = 97 days

The results of Quantitative Schedule Risk Analysis (SRA) using professional
IT software at chosen Probability should be used as input to CRA !
But @RISK can also be used to simulate “extra days” to Critical Path.

Case Study – Contingency of Schedule Delay

P50 = 97 days
(19 weeks)

Construction schedule delay, or relaxing MC date, increases construction
indirect costs, hence additional contingency (for extra indirect costs).
$26.6M extra indirect cost is required for 19 weeks (P50) schedule delay.

Case Study – Contingency due to Systemic Risks

The sum of probabilistic cost impacts from selected top 20 systemic risks
(from Brainstorming Workshop or risk register) using Discrete Distribution
is $169.4Million at 50% confidence (P50), instead of $239.5Million in total.

Case Study – Escalation Rate & Cashflow

Case Study – Risking Escalation Rates

Case Study – Rare event Driven Risks

Residual and
rare-event
risks have less
than 10%
chances to
occur but with
significant
consequences.

Case Study – Management Reserve

P100 = $97.8M
P90 = $20.6M
P75 = $11M

P50 = $0

Total Cost Impact is $167M should all risks
happen with 100% probabilities; each risk
happens with less than 10% chance; the
sum of total rare event risks at P75 is $11M

The Management Reserve is the simulation result of residual risks and rare-event driven
risks at chosen confidence level. It is not a part project contingency but an addition.

Summary of Contingency Simulation

 Contingency for major projects should be properly analyzed
as the difference of a small percentage means $245M;
 To properly derive a contingency amount, following items
must be considered, modeled and analyzed:
 Estimate Specific Risks (e.g. labor, materials, etc.)
 Project Systemic Risks (e.g. weather, team, regulatory)
 Schedule Delay Risk (e.g. overall critical path delay)
 Foreign Currency Exchange Rate Risk
 Market driven Escalation Fluctuation risk
 A well-built risk simulation model should be developed,
tested, verified and validated ensuring trustworthy results.

Summary – Validating QRA Results

QRA result
are not to be
trusted
unless it is
verified with
contractors
who are to
execute the
project work;
validated
with trusted
benchmarks
of similar
projects.

Estimate Maturity and Accuracy

Any cost estimate should undergo “maturity level checklist” before QRA session;

Conclusion and Announcement

To all project directors and managers,

Determining Contingencies for Megaprojects is an art
and also the science; it is a professional act practiced
by experienced and competent Quantitative Risk
Specialist with @RISK tool.
With the knowledge of Quantified Risks, a Project
Manager can make much wiser decisions based on
“calculated risks”, not guesswork anymore.

THANK YOU, from Riskcore Team
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